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The purpose of this study is to identify and evaiuate whether a need
for training exists among Navy Family Service Center directors.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The United States Navy now has approximately sixty-five social
service organizations called Navy Family Service Centers, which are
staffed primarily with military directors and civilian deputy directors.
There currently exists no subspecialty within the Navy by which assignment
officers can identify officers with social service training or experience.
More significantly, there is no formalized training for officers who do
not have former social service education or experience but who are, never-
theless, ordered to billets as Family Service Center directors.
Background
In the past ten years an urgent need surfaced for a social service
organization to take care of f ami 1 y-rei ated problems for servicemembers
and their dependents. It was decided that the type of help the
organization would provide should come from personnel assigned within the
Department of Defense, i.e., internally, rather than from without. With
that groundrule the Navy Family Service Center was born.
Family Service Centers deal with a wide range of topics related to
the family, including spouse employment, volunteer coordination, pre-

deployment workshops, marital disfunction, spouse or child neglect, and
similar problems. FSC's are in a uniquely awkward situation within the
Navy; they fall under the purview of a chain of command that starts in
Washington and culminates with the policies of the local commanding
officer, but at the same time they must adhere to the local county and
state regulations relating to social service counseling and rehaoi 1
i
tat ion
programs; in short, they answer to many masters.
When it was created the new program offered little specific guidance,
largely due to the local regulations operative at each FSC's locale. As a
result, the Family Service Centers (FSCs) were created from the ground up
by those military and civilian directors and deputy directors chosen as
the local leaders. After being placed on the job, they had to learn the
local regulations, and they basically developed their own programs, with
broad guidance from the Navy Family Support Program in Washington, D.C.
The deputy directors were, by and large, civil service personnel with
a variety of background training; some had direct social service training,
holding licensure as Social Workers (MSW's) or Counselors and Social
Workers CLCSW's). There were still others with related training, but
without licensure, depending on local and state regulations for the area
in which the FSC was located.
The directors, who were primarily military officers, came from a wide
variety of backgrounds, some with no related social service training.
Whether they did or did not have related education or experience, when
their standard rotation tours (of two to three years) ended, or when, in
some cases, they retired, they left a vacant position. It then became
necessary to replace those officers who had spent their entire tours

becoming familiar with local and national regulations. There was no
formal training created for newly reporting officers relieving the
original directors. The "training" these reporting officers receivea
often came in the manner of a passing of information from one officer to
the other, a procedure called a "turnover."
It is traditional in the Navy that most departing officers are given
ten aays (or however much concurrent assignment time exists for the two
officers) to familiarize their reliefs. Often they share the major items
of concern and a general concept of how the organization operates. With
only ten days, significant detail is not always possible; and,
unfortunately, not always do reliefs report before detaching officers
leave; in those instances, the newly reporting officers are required to
learn about the organizations from a variety of persons, where they exist:
from support staffs left behind; from the local hierarchy that supervises
the Family Service Center Department (usually an executive officer or
commanding officer); from other Family Service Centers in close proximity;
from other Family Service Centers within the same chain of command; from
personnel assigned to major staffs in the chain of command; or from the
Family Support Program staff in Washington. This situation can be far
from optimal, since each of the above options have their shortcomings.
Local executive officers and commanding officers have many other
departments for which they are responsible. The FSC's are most often
located on major bases in areas of high concentration of military. This
ensures substantial numbers of people to take advantage of the services
offered by the FSC's. The duties of the FSC represent but a minute portion
of the total responsibilities of these executive officers and commanding

officers; consequently, the amount of concrete information they are
prepared to share with a relieving officer is small.
FSC's located within the same geographical area provide useful
training when they are adjacent, but many FSC's are not located in close
proximity to any other FSC's, particularly those located overseas. Even
for those which are located in the same geographical area, differences
exist in the day-to-day operation of the centers due to differences in the
policies disseminated down through differing chains of command.
Other FSC's located within the same chains of command are, all too
frequently, located in widely varying locations. In this instance, though
they receive policies, budgetary guidelines, and similar military
guidance, they may be operating under local and state rules which are
vast 1 y di f ferent .
Similarly, staff personnel in their chain of command may be familiar
with regulations several echelons above the FSC, but they may not be privy
to the policies of the local commanding officers, nor the county or state
regulations by which the FSC s must abide.
With these shortcomings, the responsibility of training a newly
reported officer often falls on the staffs left behind on the aeparture of
the original officer.
In the years that have passed since its inception, the Family Support
Program has devised annual training conferences. The purposes of these
conferences is to disseminate up-to-date policy information, and to share
program innovations among the many centers to inspire similar programs at
other FSC's. It has not been realistic to expect these conferences to
serve as a training ground for prospective reporting officers, since the

conferences occur once a year, and directors rarely know more than three
months in advance that they will be receiving orders to an FSC. In many
cases the conferences occur several months after the new officer has
reported, too late to assist in shortening the initial familiarization
period.
The Subproblems
The f irst subprob! em . To determine whether Navy Family Service
Center directors currently serving in that capacity believe there is a
need to provide training for Family Service Center directors.
The second subproblem . To determine whether Navy Family Service
Center deputy directors currently serving in that capacity believe there
is a neea to provide training for Family Service Center directors.
The third subprob i em . To measure opinions of both Family Service
Center directors and deputy directors regarding the need for training for
directors.
The fourth subproolem . To determine if airectors have a significant
amount of previously acquired education or knowledge about the major areas
of concern in a Family Service Center.
The fifth subproblem . To measure the amount of time deputy directors
expend training new directors.
The sixth subprob' em . To measure the amount of time directors must
expend learning the important aspects of the newly acquired position.
The seventh subproblem . To measure directors' evaluation of their
effectiveness on the job.
The e i gh t h subprob! em . To measure the degree of satisfaction that a
director has for the job.

The ninth subproblem . To measure the degree of satisfaction that a
deputy director has for the job.
The tenth subproblem . To recommend, in the event that a training
need is established, some effective methods of training.
The Signi f icance
Given that a cost effective method of training directors can be
found, this study has potentially significant implications for the Navy.
The manpower committed to on-the-joo-traini ng is currently not used to its
best potential. Numerous manhours for both deputy directors and directors
could be saved and put to better use if training were provided for
directors.
The Hypotheses
The first hypothesis is that Navy Family Service Center directors
serving in that capacity believe that there is a need to provide training
for Family Service Center directors.
The secona hypothesis is that Navy Family Service Center deputy
directors serving in that capacity Dei ieve that there is a need to provide
training for Family Service Center directors.
The third hypothesis is that a questionnaire can measure directors'
and deputy directors' perception that there is a need for training.
The fourth hypothesis is that a majority of the officers serving as
directors will have little to no previously acquired knowledge or
experience in the major areas of concern in a Family Service Center.
The fifth hypothesis is that the majority of the deputy directors
will admit to expending a significant amount of time training new
directors.

The sixth hypothesis is that directors will admit to undergoing
lengthy periods of time learning the major aspects of their job.
The seventh hypothesis is that the lack of formalized training will
decrease the confidence the directors have in their performance on the
job.
The eighth hypothesis is that a majority of the directors find their
jobs to be rewarding, despite any lack of training.
The ninth hypothesis is that a majority of the deputy directors find
their jobs to be rewarding.
The tenth hypothesis is that several appropriate methods of training
can be identified which would be ~ost effective and feasible.
The Del imi tat ions
The study will not attempt to determine if funding is in fact
available to conduct such training.
The study will not attempt to determine if there is a need to train
aeputy directors.
Def i ni t ions
Fami 1 y Service Centers . A Navy social service organization which
provides oasic services such as information ard referral, family
assistance, financial and consumer information, health benefits
information, retired affairs counseling, ombudsman training, pre-
deployment briefs, Family Advocacy Program assistance, and a variety of
training seminars.
Fami 1 y Advocacy Program . A program to identify cases of spouse or
child abuse and child neglect. The program includes counseling for the
offenders as well as the victims, local laws permitting.

Deployments . A period of time when a Navy or Marine Corps unit,
whether it be surface, submarine, air, construction oattalion (Sea3ees),
or other type of unit, leaves the area of regularly assigned duties and
departs for overseas locations for a specified period of time.
Overseas Duty Support Program . A Navy program which seeks to provide
specific information and assistance to personnel expecting permanent
transfer to an overseas location.
Permanent Change of Stat ion Orders (PCS) . Mi 1 i tary orders which
transfer personnel, often with their household goods and families, to a
new permanent duty station. The new duty station can be in the same
geographical area, or anywhere billets exist throughout the world.
Temporary Duty Under Instruct ion (TEMDUINS) . Mil i tary orders which
temporarily reassign personnel to duty involving instruction. Such orders
can be in conjunction with Permanent Change of Station Orders.
Commanding Off icer (CO) . That military officer who is assigned by
orders as the leader of a military unit with strictly military or a
combination of military and civil service personnel assigned.
Execut i ve Off icer (XO) . That officer who is assigned oy orders as
the second in command of a military unit.
Chain of Command (CoC) . The hierarchical structure which begins with
military leaders in Washington, D.C. and descends through numerous levels
of control. Budget allocations, oraers, and general policies are passea
through each successive level, to the smallest military unit, or command.
Unlike some of the other armea services, the Navy may have local commands
in the same metropolitan area which answer to a variety of chains of
command, depending on the nature of their role in the Navy. Local area

coordinators do also exist, but the extent of their power and control over
local commands is usually not as great as is the operational chain of
command.
Naval Mi 1 i tary Personnel Command ( NMPC
)
. The second echelon command
in Washington, under whose direction personnel -related policies are
formulated, including the Navy Family Support Program, and Navy Family
Service Centers.
Commissioned Off icers . Military personnel in the ranks from Chief
Warrant Officer (W-2, W-3, W-4), Ensign (0-1), Lieutenant (junior grade)
(LTjg), Lieutenant (LT), Lieutenant Commander (LCDR), Commander (CDR),
Captain (CAPT), Rear Admiral, lower and upper half, (RADM), Vice Admiral
(VADM), and Admiral (ADM)
.
Enl isted Personnel . Military personnel in the paygrades from E-l
through E-9.
Subspecial ty Code . A code which an officer earns through significant
education, training, or experience. The code assists detailers in
assignment of personnel to jobs in which prior knowledge or experience is
requ i red.
Detai 1 er . A person assigned to the Naval Military Personnel Command
who determines the type and location of billets to which military
personnel in the Navy are assigned. For those personnel due to transfer
to new billets, the detai ler takes into consideration the needs of the
Navy and the individual's desires for location, type of duty, and type of
orders.
Navy or Navy personnel . Whereever used throughout this study navy or
navy personnel should be taken to include personnel in the Navy,

Construction Batallion (SeeBees), and Marine Corps.
General Schedule Civil Service Empl oyees (GS) . Ci vi 1 ian empl oyees of
the Federal government.
Contractors . Personnel or companies who have bid for contracts to
provide services or equipment to the government. Contractors are not
considered employees of the Federal government.
Assumpt ions
The first assumption is that military officers will continue to be
assigned as directors of Family Service Centers.
The second assumption is that a need for Family Service Centers in
the Navy will continue.
The third assumption is that a subspecialty code will not be created
within the Navy which would ensure that officers with previous education,
training, or experience would be assigned to billets as directors of
Family Service Centers.
The fourth assumption is that the intrastructure, or chain of
command, as currently configured with not change significantly.
The fifth assumption is that detailing problems will continue to
exist which prevent lengthy turnovers between detaching and relieving
off icers.
The sixth assumption is that the social services issues currently






REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
HISTORICAL INFORMATION
Family Service Centers in the Navy are, in large part, an extension
of family welfare programs in the civilian populace. These family welfare
programs have their roots in the social welfare systems which have
developed over the last several centuries. Social welfare systems, or the
welfare state, had its beginnings with the end of feudalism and the "rise
of the mercantile ana, later, industrial and corporate capitalism."
(Martin, 1981).
Care of the poor was originally a function of the churches, however,
the English Poor Laws, beginning with the Statue of Labourers of 1349,
were the earl 1st attempts to conrro! social strata of the labor force.
This first law was created to control the movement of those able to work;
it ensured that agricultural workers remained to supply manpower for
English landowners. Later, the Statute of 1572, prescribed taxes to pay
for relief of the poor, as part of the Elizaoethan poor laws of the
sixteenth century. (Martin, l°8l).
In 1834, the Poor Law Reform Act became the foundation for the "first
recognizably modern welfare system." (Marcus, 1975). Because laborers
were forced to enter into "loathsome workhouses," this law was not popular
with the British working class. (Martin, 1981).
Charitable organizations had their beginning during the Reformation,
but the Poor Laws were the first "non-clerical" attempts to provide
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charity. Significant among these was the establishment of the Charity
Organization Society movement which began in England in 1869. As an
outgrowth of this movement Toynbee Hall was established in London in 1884,
to care for the homeless. The American counterparts of these movements
were the Charity Organization Society of IS?"5 , and the Hull House in
Chicago, respectively. (Martin, 1981).
The era of "social insurance" followed the period of the poor laws.
This new era was identifiable by contributions from employers and
employees to guard against disruption of the ability to earn money. The
social insurance programs in Europe became popular during the later half
of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth centuries. The Poor Law
Report in 1909 was a byproduct of this era in England. From it sprang the
National Insurance Act, the "first major social insurance program."
(Martin, 1981).
It was not until .935, however, in the aftermath of the Depression in
1 Q29, that the concept c' social insurance was adopted in the United
States. It was the Socia Security Act which established the social
welfare system and the iaea of social insurance and "relief from poverty."
With the Social Security Act the process of publicly sponsoring welfare
assistance became an integral 'unction of the government. (Martin, 1981).
The first formal training tic social work in the Unites States began
at the New Yorx School of Philanthropy in 1898. "Its first technology
was social casework..." (Martin, 1">81).
In the 192C s the strong influence was Freud. From this period the
American Association of Psychiatric Social Workers was established in
1919, and social casework became the prcninant approach over the
12

previously strong "social action/reform approach." (Martin, 1981).
The government-driven social welfare programs of the New Deal
(1930's) and the Great Society (1960s) brought renewea growth of the
social welfare system, and increased employment of social welfare workers.
With these monumental surges there was again a "recurrent strain in the
profession between the traditional casework and the social action "harking
back to Jane Addams) tendencies." (Martin, 1981).
The first of the Armed Services to assume a social welfare program
was the Army. The Army Community Services emerged as that portion of the
Army which was designated to provide social action assistance which
commanders found they were increasingly able to provide. (Tugwell, 1980).
The Army Community Services were staffed largely with volunteers,
having only four hundred payroll employees in 1981, and six thousand
volunteers. Among the programs offered were: aid to families with
handicapped children, chiia support services, and family advocacy
programs, among many others. (Tugwell, 1980).
In recent years there has been an increasing number of married
service personnel, both male and female, where previously the services had
been composed of predominantly single personnel. By 1980, greater than
half of the members in the Armed Forces were married. (Orthner, 1980).
In the Navy fifty-four percent of Navy servicemembers were married.
(O'Keefe, 1980). In the Air Force, 20,000 were married, as of 1980), and
forty percent of those had children. (Landrum, 1980). It was further
estimated that two to five percent of the personnel in the individual
services was comprised of dual service couples (military married to




Increasing numbers of single parents, many with special needs,
brought new problems to the military. (Orthner, 1 Q80). It was estimated
in 1980, that the Navy alone had about four thousand five hundred single
parents "with custodial responsibility" for their chilaren (O'Keefe,
1980). The Air Force noted there were six thousand five hundred single
parents, or "1.2 percent of the force." (Landrum, l g80).
These ever-increasing trends brought problems with which supervisory
personnel must deal, but many were unprepared to handle family issues.
Chaplains, who had for many years handled problems of this sort, were
overburdened with the volume. As a result, in the Army, as in the Air
Force and Navy, it was recognized that some additional family assistance
was necessary.
Largely operationally oriented, the military services might have
ignored family issues, expecting community resources to deal with the
problems. It became increasingly clear to all services, however, that
career decisions by service personnel were frequently influenced,
positively or negatively, by the relative happiness or unhappiness of
spouses and children. (Orthner, 1 Q80).
For example, in an Air Force study entitled "Families in Blue,"
(1980), "more Air Force families selected quality of life issues as most
attractive to them than any other set of more direct benefits of military
life." (Orthner, 1980). In the same study it was learned that the
decision of married men to remain in the service was influenced by a
wife's support for her husband's career more "than any other factor except
supervisor s support." (Orthner, 1980).
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Another important factor in the decision to provide support
internally to the military, rather than depend entirely on community
support, was the recognition that the military services had stresses which
they felt were unique to their profession. (Landrum, 1980). These
included such things as physical separation from friends and family,
frequent moves, increasing numbers of cross-cultural families, and "wives
suppressing personal goals and aspirations" (by moving with the military
member). (Landrum, 1980). Another unique situation was the communication
problem due to absence of the service member (with an inability to pick up
the phone and discuss problems). Still other serious problems typical of
the military were economic problems caused by low salaries and compounded
by the wife's inability to earn strong salaries; in an business world
where increases in salaries are dependent on continued employment in the
same company, many wives were unable to reap benefits of stability in a
given area. (O'Keefe, 1 Q80).
Recognizing these emergent issues, and the manner in which they were
tied to retention of service personnel, the Chief of Naval Operations,
Admiral Hayward, decreed in November of 1978, that there would be "a
funded effort specifically geared at supporting family life and the
overall quality of life in the Navy." (O'K'eefe, 1980). The Navy developed
Family Service Centers, to help families, but more importantly, to "stem
the tide of attrition and increase the mission effectiveness of Navy and
Mar ine personnel ." (O'Keefe, 1980).
Navy program managers reviewed Army programs, as well as those of
civilian agencies in order to establish the Navy Family Support Program.
The plan was not to have the Navy attempt to solve all problems
15

internally, but instead to draw on resources, both inside and outside of
the Navy. (O'Keefe, 1980).
The Navy Family Support Program was established on January 30, 197<?,
with its mission being to "improve the Navy's awareness of and access to,
reliable and useful information, resources and services that support and
enrich the lives of families and single service members." Five major




To establish a network of Family Service Centers
(2) To provide training, technical assistance, positive support, and
guidance to commands desiring to develop or improve their own family
support programs
(3) To develop awareness programs emphasizing the importance of
families to the Navy's mission
(4) To increase effective coordination and use of existing Navy and
civilian resources, and
(5) To conduct research and studies which document and guide future
Navy family efforts and policy.
Initially, trial Family Service Centers were established in San
Diego, California, and Norfolk, Virginia. Then in Fiscal Year 1981, Navy
Family Service Centers were funded for Norfolk, Virginia; San Diego,
California; Long Beach, California; Charleston, South Carolina;
Jacksonville, Florida; and Yokosuka, Japan. For Fiscal Year 1982,
fourteen more sites were planned for Alameda, Treasure Island, Port
Hueneme, California; Kings Bay, Georgia; Pearl Harbor, Hawaii; New London,
Connecticut; Orlando, Florida; Great Lakes, Illinois; Whidbey Island and
Bremerton, Washington; Pensacola, Florida; Washington, D.C.; Guam; and
16

Naples, Italy. Sixty-one sites were planned for Fiscal Year 1981.
(O'Keefe, 1980). Today there are sixty-five Navy Farrily Service Centers.
FUNCTION
Navy Family Service Centers are staffed by a combir.at ion of military,
civil service, contractor, and volunteer personnel. Most frequently, the
director is military and the deputy director civil service, Out there are
exceptions. The centers provide "selected services in accordance with
local needs." (Quality of Family Life in the Military Confere r ce, 1980).
As a result there is a variation of actual services providea, based on
local Commanding Officer policies, local laws, state laws, and geographic
needs. Some of the consistent services provided include: information and
referral services, spouse employment, Overseas Duty Suppot Program,
limited counseling and assistance in such areas as persona! or marriage
counseling, and involvement in the Family Advocacy Program (which included




POPULATION OF NAVY FAMILY SEPVICE CENTER DIRECTORS DEFL'TY DIRECTORS
Population of the Directors
Navy Family Service Center directors are generally naval officers who
range in rank from Lieutenant to Captain. There is an occasional instance
where a civ: iar is assigned as the director; however, this study will
address only military directors. Officers serve as Navy Family Service
Center directors at various locations around the world. Since the
inception of the Family Support Program, the prospective directors have
reportea to their new auty stations without the benefit of training
relating to job performance. As a result, they must embark on a rapid
sel f-education process upon arriving. They must usually ao this while
trying to manage the organization and qualify for any additional
responsibilities they have.
Description of the Learners
The prospective learners range In age from aoout thirty-two to fifty,
and are both male and female. Educational bacxground ranges from a
minimum of a bachelor s degree to a PhD. Perhaps the widest range is 1",
their respective experience as an officer in the Navy; since the ^ange of
time in service is from a minimum of four to over twenty, t'r e r * is a vast
difference in the amount of experience that the officers bring to the job.
Their relative seniority ana the amount of experience they bring with them
is proof that they have successfully performed in other challenging and
18

demanding jobs. As a result, it does not appear that there is a
motivation or performance discrepancy.
Descr ipt ion of the Pi rector Respondents
a. Rank: One Captain, three Commanders, nine Lieutenant Commanders,
and one Lieutenant responded to the officer questionnaire, for a total of
fourteen respondents. (See the Cfficer Respondents graph on page 21-1).
b. Tenure: When asked to identify how long they had served as
directors, they responded as follows: five (36 %) had served less than
six months, two (14%) less than one year, four (2*?%) one to two years, and
three (21%) greater than two years.
c. Assignments as a director: When asked which numbered assignment
as a director this was, they responded as follows: thirteen (93%) said it
was their first assignment as a director; one -~"h) said it was her second.
d. Experience in skill areas needed to direct an FSC: The directors
were asked to indicate how much training or experience they had had
previous to reporting to the joe as oi r ec*cr. Experience was to oe
evaluated under eacn of the following subheadings:
(1) Information and Referral: Twelve (86%) indicated they had
no previous training; one (7%) had taken several courses; and one (7%)
indicated he/she had extensive training ana experience. (See * n * D rector
Train ing/Exper ience graph for Information and Referral on page 21-2).
(2) Spouse abuse, child abuse and neglect: Nine (64%) said they
had no prior training; four (29%) had a little training; and one (7%) had
several courses. (See the Director Training/Experience graph for
Spouse Child Aouse on page 21-3).
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(3) Overseas Duty Support Program: Nine (64%) had no prior
training and five (36%) had a little prior training. (See the Director
Training/Experience graph for Overseas Duty Support Program on page 21-4).
(4) Dr^g and alcohol abuse: Two (14%) had no prior training;
seven (50%) had a little prior training; two (14%) had several courses;
one (7%) had several courses, plus some practical experience; ana two
(14%) had extensive training and experience. (See the Director Training/'
Experience graph for Drug/Alcohol Abuse Information on page 21-5).
(5) Pre-depi oyment workshops: Eleven (79%) haa no prior
training; two (14%) had a little prior training; and one ("%) had several
courses plus some practical experience. (See the Director Training/
Experience graph for Pre-Depi oyment Wor<shops on page 21-6).
(6) Cmoudsmen training: Twelve (86%) nad ^o prior training; one
(7%) r -~ -^ ^"--' courses; ana nne (7%) had se"e r al courses plus some
practical experience. (See tne Director Tr a'
-
'
ng Exper 1 ence graph for
Ombudsmen Training or page 21-7).
None of ~ n e directors had significant training or experience in
all or even a majority of the areas.
Population of the Deputy Directors
A total of sixteen deputy cirectors responaed to the quest 1 c~~a : re
.
They answered as follows:
a. Tenure: When as*ed how long they had served as deputy directors,
their answers were: two (12.5%), less than one year: four (25%), one to
two years; ana ten (62.5%), greater than two years. (See the Deputies
Responding graph showing distribution of General Schedule grades on page

21-8).
b. First assignment: When asked if this was their first assignment,
fifteen (94%) said "yes;" ana one (6%) saia "no."
c. Familiarizing directors: When asked if they had been directly
involved in familiarizing a director with the job, nine (56%) saia yes;
and seven (44%) said no.
d. Contribution to training: When asked "To how many F3C Directors
training have you contributed," three (*. Q%) si i c they had contributed to
training for four or five; five (31%) to the training of two or three; one
(6%) to the training of one; two (13%) saia none; anc five (31%) did not
respond.
e. Rewarding tour: When asxed to evaluate the statement, "My tour
as en F3C Deputi Director has been most rpwarcr^g," two (13%) slightly
disagreed; one (6%) didn ' tee', strongly either way; two (13%) agreed; and
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The Col lection of Data
The data of this study is primary data. The data comes from
responses by Navy Family Service Center directors and deputy directors.
Cr i ter i a for the Admissioi 1 i ty of the Data
Only the questionnaires completed by military directors and civilian
deputy directors will be used in this study.
The Research Methodoj oqy
This research uses the survey method for data gathering.
Spec! f ic Treatment of the Data for Each Subproblem
Subprobl em one . The first subproblem is to determine whether Navy
Family Service Center directors currently serving in that capacity believe
there is a reed to provide training for Family Service Center directors.
"T
K e Data Needed
The data needed for solving subproblem one are the responses of the
directors to the questions concerning providing training for the directors
enroute.
The Location of the Data
The data are located in the responses to questions 24 and 25 of the
questionnaire, "Questionnaire for F3C Directors and Deputy Directors,
April 1986."
The Means of Obtaining the Data




The Treatment of the Data
How the Data Vi I 1 3e Screened . The completed questionnaires of ai
1
respondents will be screened to select only those completed by the
directors.
How the I tern Anal vsis Will Be Made . The data col lected from the
directors questionnaires will be analyzed to learn the modal response
between the two choices "yes" or "no" in answer to the question whether
training should be provided enroute. If greater than fifty percent, the
modal answer will be considered to be representative of all deputy
directors. The answers to questions regarding recommended length of
training and suggested topics will be analyzed to infer the strength of
the response. Those recommending lesser lengths of training (utilizing
the "other" category and specifying less than two weeks training) and
those recommending few topics will be considered to show a weak response
in the former question; thnse recommenaing longer lengths of training
(from two weeks to three months, or specifying training longer than three
months), and/ or recommending several topics of training shall be
considered to show a strong response.
Subprob! em two . The second subproblem is to determine whether Navy
Family Service Center deputy directors currently serving in that capacity
believe there is a need to provide training for Family Service Center
directors.
The Data Needed
The data needed for solving subproblem one are the responses of the
deputy directors to the questions concerning providing training for the
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directors, the recommended length of training, and the recommended topics
of the training.
The Location of the Data
The data are located in the responses to questions 31, 32, 33, 34,
35, and 36 of the questionnaire entitled, "Questionnaire for FSC Directors
and Deputy Directors, April 1986."
The Means of Obtaining the Data
The oats will De secured by tabulating the responses cf the FSC
deputy directors.
The Treatment of the Data
How the Data Will Be Screeneo . The completed questionnaires of all
respondents will be screened to select only those completed by the deputy
directors.
How the I tern Anal ysis Wi 1
1
Be Made . The oata col iected from the
deputy directors questionnaires will be analyzed to learn the modal
response to the question about directors receiving seme training enroute
ana prior to reporting. The modal response will be taken to be
representative of the larger population of all Family Service Center
deputy directors, provided the responses are greater than fifty percent
for or against. The answers to questions 32 and 33 regarding length of
training and recommended topics will be used to infer strength of response
in the former question; those responding with recommendations of training
greater than two weeks will be ta«en to have made a strong positive
response to the former question; those responding with recommendations of
training less than two wee*s will be taken to have made a weak positive
response to the former question. Those recommending several topics for
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training will be taken to have responded strongly in favor of training.
Subproblem three . The third subproblem is to measure opinions of
both Family Service Center directors and deputy directors regarding the
need for training for airectors.
The Data Needed
The data needed for solving subproblem three is background
information aDout the general assignment of directors and deputy directors
to their jobs.
The Means of Obtaining the Data
The data will oe secured from information provided by the Navy Family
Support Program in Washington, D.C., a section of the Naval Military
Personnel Command.
The Treatment of the Data
How the Data W i 1 1 Be Screened . The information from the Naval
Military Personnel Command will be screened to determine patterns of
assignment among the directors and deputy directors.
How the Item Anal ysis Will Be Made . The information obtained from
the Naval Military Personnel Command will be organized into recurring
patterns to construct questions which wi 1 represent the majority of the
population. The questions constructed from this information will convey
to the respondent the confidence that the questionnaire was developed with
a general understanding of the program. The questions will be pretested
to ensure that they are understandable. Questions will consist of two
types: general background questions to determine the respondent s role at
the Family Service Center, and other demographic information; questions




Subproblem four . The fourth subproblem is to determine if directors
have a significant amount of previously acquired education or knowledge
about the major areas of concern in a Family Service Center.
The Data Needed
The data needed for solving subproblem four are the responses from
directors to questions regarding their education and experience in the
major topic areas in a Family Service Center.
The Location of the Data
The data are located in the responses to questions 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
and 12, of the questionnaire entitled "Questionnaire for FSC Directors and
Deputy Directors, April 1986."
The Means of Obtaining the Data
The data wil be secured by tabulating t'^ responses of the FSC
directors.
The Treatment of the Data
How the Data Will 3e Screened . The completed questionnaires of all
respondents will be screened to se^ct only those completed by r~e
directors.
How the Item Anal ysis Will Be Made . The data col lected from the
directors' questionnaires will oe analyzed to determine how frequently
they responded that they had several courses, sor.ie practical experience,
or extensive training or experience. Any of these three answers wil oe
considered to be indicative of significant experience or training.
Supprooi em f i ve . The fifth subproblem is to measure the amount of




The data needed for solving subproblem five are the responses of :ne
deputy directors to the questions asking if they have trained directors,
and if so how long it has taken, and how much of their available time it
tOOk .
The Location of the Data
The data are located in the responses to the questions 27, 28, 2$
,
and 30 of the questionnaire entitled ''Questionnaire for F5C Directors and
Deputy Directors, April 1 Q86."
~'
n e Means of Obtaining the Data
The aata will be secured by tabulating the responses of the FSC
deputy directors.
The Treatment of the Data
How the Da: -- Vj 1 1 ?e Scr-ee.neo . The compler-o questionnaires of
rpsponaenrs wi 1 oe screenea ro select only those completed by the aeputy
di rectors.
Hew the '~em A n a 1 y s 1 s Wi ' 1 3e Mace . The data col lected from the
deputy directors questionnaires wi 1 be analyzed first to determine now
many directors the deputies have tra ned individua !y. For answers "four
or five" and "two or three" an average of 4.5 and 2.5 respectively will ce
used. The number so obtained wi' be used to multiply w rn ^ e questions
regarding length of time it takes a director to get .c to speed." For
answers of "four to six months" and "two to three months" an average of
five in the first instance and two and one half in the second will oe
used. The prooucr obtained from multiplying the answers to these two
questions will rhe r oe considered in the context of percentage of time

estimated to be spent familiarizing the directors. From the answers of
all the deputy directors a range of time from maximum to minimum will be
determined, as will median and modal answers. Modal answers will be
consiaered as most meaningful in determining the significance of deputy-
conducted training. The amount of time spent by deputies training
directors is considered a significant factor in determining any manhours
which may be wasted and which could more effectively be used. If such a
deviation from normal duties is occurring on a frequent basis, this may
serve as an indication that training for the directors alone would result
in a savings of manhours.
Subprob: em six . The sixth subproblem is to measure the amount of
time directors must expend learning the important aspects of the newly
acqu ired posi t ion
.
The Data Needed
The data neeaed for solving subproblem six are the responses of the
directors to questions regarding how long it took them to "get up to
speed" with the major FSC programs.
The Location of tne Data
The data are located in the responses to question 23 of the
questionnaire entitled "Questionnaire for FSC Directors and Deputy
Directors, Apr : 1 1986."
The Means of Obtaining the Data
The data will be secured by tabulating the responses of the FSC
directors.
The Treatment of the Data
How the Data Will Be Screened . The completed quest ionna ires of all
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respondents will be screened to select only those completed by the
directors. Of all directors, only those who have oeen on the jod at least
one year will be considered when tabulating this question. It is proposed
that those on the job at least one year will have a strong enough
Knowledge of the total scope of the job and will be better aole than newer
directors to assess, in retrospect, when they were "up to speed."
How the I tern Anal ysis Will Be Made. The data col lected from the
directors' questionnaires will be tabulated to determine the modal
response. The modal response is considered to be the most significant
measurement: to project to "all directors."
Su pp r obi em seven . The seventh subproblem is to measure directors'
evaluation of their effectiveness on the job.
The Data Needed
The data neebeo for solving subproblem seven are the responses by the
directors to a question asking them to rate their effectiveness.
The Location of the Data
The data are located in the responses to question 13 in the
questionnaire entitled, "Questionnaire for FSC Directors and Deputy
Directors, April 1986."
The Means of Obtaining the Data
The data will be secured by tabulating the responses of the FSC
directors.
The Treatment of the Data
How the Data Will Be Screened . The completed questionnaires of ail




How the Item Anal ysis Will Be Made . The data col lee ted from the
directors' questionnaires will be tabulated to determine the modal
response which is considered to most representative and projectable to
"most directors." The data will be rated, as well, to see if there is a
correlation oetween amount of previously obtained knowledge and experience
and conf idence
.
Subprobl em e i gh t . The eighth subproblem is to measure the degree of
satisfaction that a director has for the job.
The Data Needed
The data needed for solving subproblem eight are the responses of the
directors to the questions asking them to assess the degree of reward or
cha 1 1 enge of the job.
The Location of the Data
The aata needed are located in the responses to question 19 of the
questionnaire entitled "Questionnaire for FSC Directors and Deputy
Directors, Apr: I :Q86."
The Means of Obtaining the Data
The data will oe secured by tabulating the responses of the FSC
Directors.
The Treatment of the Data
How the Data Wi 1
1
Be Screened . The completed questionnaires of all
respondents will be screened to select only those completed by the
directors.
How the I tern Ana! ysis Wi 1 1 Be Made. The data collected from the
directors questionnaires will be tabulated using a Likert scale,
assigning a numerical value to each of the answers from one (equating to
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strongly disagreeing to the proposal that it is rewarding and challenging)
to four (equating to strongly agreeing). The answers for all directors
will be addea and divided by the number of respondents to obtain the
median score. This will yield a range of responses most typical of ail
respondents.
Subproblem nine . The ninth subproblem is to measure the degree of
satisfaction that a deputy director has for the job.
The Data Needed
The data needed for solving subproblem nine are the responses of the
deputy directors to the question asking them to agree with the statement
that the job has Deen rewarding.
The Location of the Data
The data are located in the responses to questions 38 and 39 of the
questionnaire entitled, "Questionnaire for FSC Directors and Deputy
Directors, April 1986."
The Means of Obtaining the Data
The data will be secured by tabulating the responses of the FSC
deputy directors.
The Treatment of the Data
How the Data Will Be Screened . The completed questionnaires of all
responaents will be screenea to select only those completed by the deputy
directors.
How the I tern Anal ysis Vi 1
1
Be Made . The data col lee ted from the
deputy directors' questionnaires will be analyzed using a Likert scale and
assigning a numerical value to each of the answers. One will equate to
strong disagreement with the statement, two slight disagreement, three
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agreement, and four strong agreement. The numbers for all deputy
directors will be totalled and divided by the number of responses to
obtain the median response to yield a range of responses typical of all
responding deputy directors. A subjective evaluation of the free
discussion responses to a question asking them to elaborate will be
conducted, and some general conclusions drawn as to the significance of
their answers.
Subprobl em ten . The tenth subproblem is to recommend, in the event
that a training need is established, some effective methods of training.
The Data Needed
The data needed for solving subproblem ten are the responses of the
directors and deputy directors to questions asking them to recommend
topics for training.
The Location of the Data
The data are located in the responses to questions 25, 33, and 35 of
the questionnaire entitled, "Questionnaire for ?SC Directors and Deputy
Directors, April 1986."
The Means of Obtaining the Data
The data will be secured by drawing out each different suggestion by
the respondents, then drawing conclusions from those most frequently
recommended.
The Treatment of the Data
How the Data Will Be Screenea . The completea questionnaires of all
respondents will be screened to obtain all suggestions for training, and
which were recommended by directors or deputies will be noted.
How the Item Anal ysis Will Be Made. All data collected from
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respondents regarding recommended training will be checked for frequency
All recommendations will be recorded for future evaluation oy a team of






Returns relating to subprobiem one .
Thirteen directors responded to the questionnaire. In answer to
a question asking whether they thought training should be provided to
directors, twelve answered "Yes," one did not respond; there were no
negat i /e responses.
Of thirteen directors responding to the request to recommend
length of training, ten recommended two weeks or longer, two did not
respond, and one recommended one to two weeks. Eleven directors
recommenaec a substantial number of topics for training.
Returns re! at i ng to subproo! em two .
Sixteen deputy directors responded to the questionnaire. In
response to a luestion asking whether they thought the directors snou'd
receive training enroute, fourteen answered ''Yes," one answered 'No," and
one a; a not respond. In response to a question asking them to recommend
length of such training, twelve recommended training of two weeks or
greater, two recommended training of one week, ana two did not respond.
The modal response (seven) recommended two wee<s of training, and four
recommended one month c c training. Eleven of those wno responded ''yes" to
training made significant recommendations regarding topics; one did not
respond.
Returns rel at ing to subprobiem three.
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A review of the responses to all questions regarding training
for directors indicates an overwhelmingly positive response.
Returns relat ing to subproblem four .
Of thirteen directors responding to the questionnaire, eight
responded that they had little or no previous training in any of the major
areas of concern in an FSC. Only two had had extensive training in any of
the areas; one had had extensive training and/or experience in Drug and
Alcohol and in pre-deployment workshops. One respondent had had several
courses in Information and Referral and Drug and Alcohol. Two respondents
had had several courses/experience in only the Drug and Alcohol field.
Returns rel at ing to suPproblem f i ve .
Nine deputy directors responded to the questions regarding
whether they had familiarized directors and how much time they had spent
doing so. The average number of months estimated for the familiarization
was 5.4 months; five respondents answered five months, and four
respondents answered four months. Five months was the modal answer. When
estimating percentage of time spent, the average response was 38.1%, with
five respondents estimating 37%, two estimating 62%, and two estimating
17%. The modal answer was 37%.
Returns relating to subproolem six.
Of the thirteen directors responding to the questionnaire, eight
had been directors for more than one year; as a result, of the eight
responding to the question regarding how long it took them to "get up to
speed," two estimated two-three months, four estimated four to six months,




Returns relat ing to subproblem seven .
Of the thirteen directors responding to the questionnaire, all
thirteen responded to the question to rate their effectiveness. Seven
rated their effectiveness as "Very Good." Four indicated it was "Too soon
to tell." Two rated it was "Not what I would like it to be, but getting
better." "Very Good" was the modal answer.
Returns relat i nq to subproblem e i gh
t
.
Thirteen directors responded to the questionnaire; all thirteen
responded to the question asking them to agree or disagree with the
statement, "This assignment as an FSC Director has been a most rewarding
and challenging tour." Six respondents strongly agreed, six answered that
they agreed, and one strongly disagreed. Using the Likert scale to
tabulate these answers and assigning points from one to four, when added
together the total is forty-three. This divided by thirteen responaents
yields an average of 3.4, which is between "agreement" and "strong
agreement .
"
Returns relat ing to subproblem nine .
Fifteen deputy directors responded to the question asking them
to disagree or agree with the statement, "My tour as an FSC Deputy
Director has been most rewarding." Eleven strongly agreed, two agreed,
one strongly disagreed, and two slightly disagreed. When assigned points
using a Likert scale from one to four it yields an average of 3.5, half
way between agreement and strong agreement.
Returns rel at ing to subprobl em ten
.
Of the thirteen questionnaires recommending training, the most
frequent responses related to the major program areas, and management of
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professionals/civilian employees, and role definition. Six respondents
recommended topics relating to an orientation to the overall FSC program
areas. Six respondents identified topics relating to managing
professionals or civil service employees, and five recommended topics
around role definition of director and/or deputy director.
The Hypotheses
The f irst hypothesis that directors believe there is a need to
provide training for directors is strongly supported by the returns.
Twelve of thirteen positive responses is close to unanimous.
Additionally, eleven directors recommended a substantial number of topics;
this is taken to indicate a strong interest by their investment of time to
recommend training.
The second hypothesis that deputy directors believe there is a need
to provide training for directors is strongly supported by the returns.
Fourteen out of sixteen respondents answerea that they felt there should
oe training. Twelve respondents recommended training longer than two
weeks; this signifies substantial interest in training. Eleven
respondents recommended several training topics, signifying enough
interest in the idea to recommend topics.
The third hypothesis that a questionnaire could measure respondents'
support of training for the directors is strongly supported by the
returns. In a subjective analysis there was much energy devoted to making
training recommendations.
The fourth hypothesis that a majority of the officers assigned as
directors would not have significant training in the major areas of
responsibility at an FSC is supported by the returns. Eight of thirteen
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respondents had had little to no training or experience in the major
areas.
The f if th hypothesis that a majority of the deputy directors would
admit to expending a significant amount of time training directors is
supported by the returns. Nine of fifteen deputy directors responding to
the questionnaire agreed that they had trained directors. The average
response indicated that they had spent 38.1% of their time over an average
of 5.4 months training directors. Two respondents indicated they had
trained one to two directors; two said they had trained three, two said
they had trained four to five directors, and three said they had trained
five directors since the inception of the program less than ten years ago.
The sixth hypothesis that directors would admit to undergoing lengthy
periods of time learning the major aspects of their job is supported. Of
the eight respondents with more than one year on the job, all eight
estimated that they had taken two to three months or greater to learn the
job; six of those estimated four months or longer.
The seventh hypothesis that the lack of formal training will decrease
the confidence the directors have in their performance on the _ob is not
supported by the returns. Seven responaents rated their effectiveness as
very good, and four "too soon to tell." Only two rated their
effectiveness as not being what they would like it to be. This tendency
to disclaim effectiveness could be accounted for by the competitive nature
of the service; to admit difficulty is tantamount to admitting defeat;
admitting defeat is professional suicide. The "can do" attitude prevails.
The eighth hypothesis that a majority of the directors would find
their jobs to be rewarding is supported by the returns. Only one
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respondent disagreed, while six agreed, and six strongly agreed.
The ninth hypothesis that a majority of the deputy directors woulo
find their jobs to be rewarding is supported by the returns. Eleven of
fifteen respondents strongly agreed, two agreed, two slightly disagreed,
and only one strongly disagreed.
The tenth hypothesis that several appropriate methods of training
could be identified is partially supported by the returns. Several key
topics were suggested in a free response portion of the questionnaire.
The questionnaire did not solicit "methods" per se, with exception that
recommendations for a training "package" and "training en route" were
discussed.
Other Findings
An unexpected finding occurred in the free expression portion of the
surveys, and in the areas asking for recommenGat ions for training topics.
As a population the deputy directors frequently mentioned frustrations
around role identification and supervision of civilians by their military
directors. This appears to be an area in which further research may be
appropr iate.
Summary of Resul ts
The general purpose of the study, to establish if a need exists to
train directors, is strongly supported by the survey. Suggested topics
range from a general program overview, to role definition of deputy
directors and directors, to the supervision of civilian employees.
Statist ical Summary of Resul ts
The questionnaire used to collect the data is provided as Appendix A;
the following is an item-by-item tabulation of the responses to each
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question and the percentage of participants so responding. The item





A survey (provided as Appendix A) was administered to the directors
and deputy directors who attended the annual conference in April of 1986
in San Diego. The following represents an item-by-item tabulation of
their responses, some of which are repetitious of information provided in
the discussion of the population in Chapter III.
Responses
The survey was divided into two parts; one half for the directors and
one half for the deputy directors.
1. The responses for the directors were as follows:
a. Rank: One Captain, three Commanders, nine Lieutenant
Commanders, and one Lieutenant responded to the officer questionnaire, for
a total of fourteen respondents.
o. Tenure: When asked to identify how long they had served as
directors, they responded as follows: five (36 %) had served less than
six months, two (14%) less than one year, four (29%) one to two years, and
three (21%) greater than two years.
c. Assignments as a director: When asked which numbered
assignment as a director this was, they responded as follows: thirteen
(93%) said it was their first assignment as a director; one (7%) said it
was her second.
d. Selection: The directors were asked what factors were
operative in their selection as directors. They answered as follows: one
(?%) indicated that it was against his desire; three (21%) were not sure;
three (21%) said it was as a result of a joint conclusion of the person
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involved and the detailer that it was a career enhancing job; three (21%)
said that they had asked for the job; four (28%) indicated it was for
other reasons.
e. Experience in ski!! areas needed to direct an FSC: The
directors were asked to indicate how much training or experience they had
had previous to reporting to the job as director. Experience was to be
evaluated under each of the following subheadings:
(1) Information and Referral: Twelve (86%) indicated they
had no previous training; one (7%) had taken several courses; and one (7%)
indicated he/she had extensive training and experience.
(2) Spouse abuse, child abuse and neglect: Nine (64%) said
they had no prior training; four (29%) had a little training; and one (7%)
had several courses.
(3) Overseas Duty Support Program: Nine (64%) had no prior
training; and five (36%) had a little prior training.
(4) Drug and alcohol abuse: Two (14%) had no prior
training; seven (50%) had a little prior training; two (14%) had several
courses; one (7%) had several courses, plus some practical experience; and
two (14%) had extensive training and experience.
(5) Pre-depl oyment workshops: Eleven (79%) had no prior
training; two (14%) had a little prior training; and one (7%) had several
courses plus some practical experience.
(6) Ombudsmen training: Twelve (86%) haa no prior
training; one (7%) had several courses; and one (7%) had several courses
plus some practical experience. None of the directors had significant
training or experience in all or even a majority of the areas.
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Graphs displaying each of the foregoing training/experience areas
were provided in Chapter III.
f. Effectiveness: The directors were asked to rate their
effectiveness on the job: five (36%) said it was too soon to tell; three
(21%) indicated that it was not as they would like it to be, but getting
better; two (14%) said it was good; and four (29%) rated it as very good.
g. Job improvement: When asked if they agreed with the
statement, "This job could be improved considerably," one (7%) disagreea
slightly; eight <5 7%) didn't feel strongly either way; three (21%) agreed;
and two (14%) strongly agreed.
h. Detailing and assignment: When asked if they agreed with
the statement, "The detailing and assignment procedures for FSC jobs could
be greatly improved,' 1 one (7%) strongly disagreed; one (7%) slightly
disagreed; seven (50%) didn't feel strongly either way; three (21%)
agreed; and two (14%) strongly agreed.
i. Rewarding and challenging tour: When askea if they agreed
with the statement, "This assignment as an FSC Director has been a most
rewaraing and challenging tour," one (7%) slightly aisagreeo; seven (50%)
agreed; and six (43%) strongly agreed.
j. Optimal grade: The officers were as^ed to identify the
grade they considered the optimal grade for officers assigned as
directors. The choices were listed in pairs, so numerous respondents
circled more than one response; the predominant opinion was that FSC
directors should range from Lieutenant Commander to Captain. More senior
ranks were recommended, particularly for the larger FSC's.
k. Up to speed: The directors were asked how long it took them
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to get "up to speed" with the major FSC programs. One (7%) said it took
longer than six months; four (29%) said it took four to six months; two
(14%) said it took two to three months; ana one (7%) said she was not yet
up to speed (after one year on the job). Six either had not been on the
job at least a year or they did not respond. (See the Time To Get Up To
Speed graph on page 44-1).
1. Training: When askea if they felt training should be
provided to airectors en route, twelve (86%) said yes; one (7%) said no;
and one (7%) did not respond.
m. How long should training be? When asked to recommena length
of training, two (14%) recommenoea one month; nine (64%) said two weeks;
one (7%) chose "other;" and two (14%) did not respond. (See Training
Recommenoat ion graph for Directors on page 44-2. See page 44-3 for a
verbatim list of topics recommended by the directors).
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VERBATIM TRAINING RECOMMENDATIONS GIVEN BY THE DIRECTORS
The following topics were recommended by the FSC directors for
inclusion in a training course for directors. They are are not in any
particular order; however, each number is one person's entire
recommendation, given in the order listed on their questionnaire.
Acronyms which may be unfamiliar to those not involved in FSC programs
have been spelled out for clarification.
1. --Contracts --Programs (core) --HTLV III (AIDS)
--Family Advocacy --Quality Assurance
—Volunteer Leaaership --Overseas Duty Support Program
2. --General operation and history of FSC's, including:
a. Staffing b. Budget c. Contract, etc.
Family Advocacy Program, Overseas Duty Support Program, etc., get
1 ater
.
3. In two weeks a director can get all he/she has to <now about all
the programs. He/she can get nitty-gritty when on site if nitty-
gritty is needed.
4. —Family Advocacy Program, Overseas Duty Support Program,
Information and Referral, coord-counseling, resource planning,




5. —Family Advocacy Program, Contracting, Programs, Budget,
Decision making, Networking, etc.
6. —Family Advocacy Program/Overseas Duty Support
Program/Supervision of Counsellors/Ombudsmen Training/
Volunteer Program Management.
7. Basically an overview of FSC concept, management, resources,
programs, etc.
8. *Fami!y Advocacy Representative/Family Advocacy Program
•Contract Administration *FSC mission 8- charter
•Quality Assurance plans *budget ing/POM (Planned Operation and
Maintenance) skills *rights 8. responsibilities of directors
•What am I (the FSC) supposed to do for a living?
9. — Government contracting —Elements of an FSC program
--understanding 8. using FSPMIS --civilian personnel system
—using an NC (Navy Counselor) effectively
—counseling for the layperson --supervising an integrated
staff (MIL/CIV/Contractor)
— Family Advocacy Program
--Volunteer Management —Needs Assessment 8. Program evaluation
— Deputy Director's role vis-a-vis Director —Budgeting
— Director's role in marketing/interfacing with commands
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10. —FSC Directors/Staff Conference Agenda is a good start. Minimum
of 2 days & Washington level staff. 2 day minimum at FSC.




--History of Family Support and what future projection for
programs
--Current programs—emphasis 8. direction & marketing
— Outreach
—
duties of Director (how, why)
— Credibility issues & pitfalls
—Staffing—civilian 8. contract (management issues)
--Accountability— Internal Control, integrity 8. efficiency etc.




2. A total of sixteen deputy directors responded to the
questionnaire as follows:
a. Tenure: When asked how long they had served as deputy
directors, their answers were: two (12.5%), less than one year; four
(25%), one to two years; and ten (62.5%), greater than two years.
b. First assignment: When asked if this was their first
assignment, fifteen (94%) said "yes;" and one (6%) said "no."
c. Familiarizing directors: When as*ed if tney had been
directly involved in familiarizing a director with the job, nine (56%)
saic yes; and sever, (44%) said no.
d. Contribution to training: When asked "To how many FSC
Directors' training have you contributed," three (19%) said they had
contributed to training for four or five; five (31%) to the training of
two or three; one (6%) to the training of one; two (13%) said none; and
five (31%) did net respond.
e. Up to speed: When asked to estimate how long it ta<es a
director to get "up to speed" with the major FSC programs, six (37.5%)
said more than six months; six (37.5%) said four to six months; one (6%)
said two to three months; and three (19%) did not respc^c.
f. Time familiarizing: When asked to estimate how much of
their time was spent familiarizing the director with the details of the
job, one (6.25%) said 75%; two (12.5%) 50-75%; six (37.5%) 25-50%; two
(12.5%) 10-25%; ana four (25%) aid not respond. One (6.25%) indicated that
it was not applicable. (See Time Familiarizing graph on page 45-1)
g. Training for directors enroute: When asked if they would




























(6%) said no; one (6%) put "not applicable. "
h. Length of en route training: When asked to recommend length
of en route training, one (6.25%) said three months; four (25%) said one
month; seven (43.75%) said two weeks; two (12.5%) said "other;'' and two
(12.5%) said it was "not applicable" or did not respond. (See Training
Recommendation graph for Deputies on page 45-2).
i. Training package: When asked if a training package should
be available to the FSC Director after arrival, twelve (?5%) said yes; two
(12.5%) said no; and two (12.5%) put "other."
j. Assignment practices: When asked if they would like to see
assignment practices for FSC Directors changed, eight (50%) said yes;
three (19%) said no; and five (31%) did not respond.
k. Rewarding tour: When asked to evaluate the statement, "My
tour as an FSC Deputy Director has been most rewarding," two (12.5%)
slightly aisagreea; one (6%) didn't feel strongly either way; two (12.5%)
agreed; and eleven (69%) strongly agreeo.
Beth directors and deputy directors were asxea to recommeno topics
for training; the most frequent response was, "the major program areas."
The two most frequent responses from the oeputy directors were "role
clarification" and "how to supervise civilians. (See page 46-1 for a
verbatim list of topics recommended by deputy directors).
Siqni f icance of Responses
The answers to the survey questions indicated that the directors
overwhelmingly felt the need for training prior to assuming their job.
Their deputies confirmed the desirability of this option.
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VERBATIM TRAINING RECOMMENDATIONS GIVEN BY THE DEPUTY
DIRECTORS
The following topics were recommended by the FSC deputy directors
for inclusion in a training course for directors. Each numbered section
represents the individual's entire recommendation, given in the order
listed in the questionnaire. Acronyms which may be unfamiliar to those
not involved with FSC programs have been spelled out for clarification.
1. Basic understanding of various mental health credentials and
what that qualifies professions to handle/Training on how to
manage professions with areas of expertise who know more
technical information than the director, (i.e. how to develop a
trusting & working relat ionship)/Basic mission of FSC/How to
"sell" the program to other line officers/Understanding of
critical need for counselors to have time for case consultations
ana support from peers 8. also training.
2. All areas of service specified in OPNAV. (presumec to be the
Chief of Naval Operations Instruction on FSC's).
3. --FSC orientation --Pole of Director
— How to utilize professional Staff
4. —Managing professional civilians —Pre-counsel ing
46-1

5. —Line of authority —Responsibilities —Policies
6. —Administrative matters, programs, familiarization of human/'
social services climate/environment, budget.
7. Role def in i
t
ion--Dut ies, functions of FSC—Working with
civil ians vs. mi 1 i tary .
8. The areas covered in the OPNAV Instruction.
9. Social science overview/differences from mi 1 i tary/special needs
of counseling dynamics such as trust, etc. /role of deputy; need
for clear roles.
10. Funding/ POM' s/FSC devel opment/professional backgrounds/
market ing.
11. Management of human services organization. Role of director.
Director/Deputy Director relationship & roles. How to deal with
civilian and contract staff.
12. Suggested FSC Director training topics:
a. Roles of FSC Director and Deputy Director
b. FSC related OPNAV instructions ana what they mean.
c. Overview of FSC programs
d. "Fundamentals of Human Service Program Management" --
46-2

including the philosophy behind it.
e. Working with civilians
f. Civilian personnel management
g. On site visits to both large and smal
1
FSC programs.
(Not necessarily in the D.C. area. These visits could




SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary
The results of the survey conclusively suggest a need for further
exploration into specific subject areas for training for directors. The
returns support the assumption that directors, generally, do not have
previously acquired education or experience to prepare them for jobs as
directors. Directors must, therefore, spend a significant amount of time
learning their responsibilities on the job, utilizing some less than
effective methods to acquire the knowledge. One of the most costly ways
that they learn on the job, apparently, is from their deputy directors.
Deputy directors estimate that they spend longer than six months, in some
cases, training directors, with an average of 37% of their time over 5.4
months. Many manhours are being wasted monopolizing both resources in the
training of the directors.
Conclusions
That training for directors needs to be developed.
That more specific topics for the training need to be explored.
That methods of training need to be explored to determine the most
cost effective and efficient.
That, as a general population, the directors and deputy directors
find their jobs rewarding, despite lack of training for the airectors.
That, as a general population, the directors rate their effectiveness
highly, despite lack of formalized training.
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That, deputy directors demonstrated significant concern for role
definition and supervisorial training for the directors.
Recommendations
Given the established need for training, it is highly recommended
that a training course for directors be systematically designed. The
varying needs of the Family Service Centers worldwide, due to local
restrictions on social service programs, make the development of training
for FSC's a particularly intricate process. The training developed must
be specific enough to provide the needed information, yet general enough
to apply to all or most FSC's. It is recommended that a team of subject
matter experts, preferably deputy directors, be called upon to assist in
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR FSC DIRECTORS AND DEPUTY DIRECTORS, APRIL 1986
BACKGROUND DATA:
1. NAME: (Optional)
2. Rank -for Military: GS Grade -for Civil Service:
3. In which position do/did/wi1l you serve/be serving:
a. Director b. Deputy Director
4. How long have you served in that capacity? (Include time
served in similar positions at other locations7 (Choose one):
a. Have not yet reported to the job.
b. Less than six months,
c . One year or 1 ess
.
d. One to two years.
e. Over two years. (Please specify):
5. Is this your first assignment in an FSC?
a. Yes b. No
The following 20 questions pertain to MILITARY FSC DIRECTORS
only. I-f you are NOT military please skip to question number 26,
6. To you knowledge, which of the following factors were
operative in your selection as an FSC Director?
a. I was ordered into the position against my desires
b. The Detail er felt it was a career enhancing
tour so I accepted it.
c . I'm not sure
.
d. Both the Detail er and I felt it was a good job and
that it would be career enhancing.
e. I specifically asked for a job as an FSC Director.
For the following six questions, please specify the training or
experience (if applicable), and choose the answer which most
closely describes vour formal educational background as it
relates to the major subject areas at an FSC?
a. No prior training




d. Several courses and some practical experience
e. Extensive training and experience
7. Information and referral to social service and helping
agencies
:
a. b. c . d . e.
8. Spouse abuse, child abuse and neglect:
;n
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a. b . c . d . e.
9. Overseas Duty Support Program"'
a. b. c . d. e.
10. Drug and alcohol abuse?
a. b . c . d . e.
11. Pre-Depl oyment Workshops.
a. b. c . d . e.
12. Ombudsmen training.
a. b . c . d . e.
13. How would you rate your effectivness as an FSC Director7
a. Too soon to tel 1
.
b. Not as I would like it to be, and not getting much
better.









c. Don't feel strongly one way or the other
d Agree
e. Strongl y agree
15. If you marked answered (d) . or (e) . to the above question,
please expound on why you agree and in what ways you -feel the job
could be improved.
16. Please mark the response which most closely describes your
feelings about the -following statement: "The detailing and
assignment procedures for FSC jobs could be greatly improved."
a. Strongly disagree
b. Disagree slightly
c. Don't feel strongly one way or the other
d Agree
e. Strongly agree
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18. I-f you answered (d) . or (e) . to the question number 16
please recommend some ways you -feel the detailing and assignment
procedures could be improved.
19. Choose the answer which most closely describes your opinion
about the -following statement: "This assignment as an FSC
Director has been a most rewarding and challenging tour."
a. Strongly disagree
b. Slightly disagree





20. Which o-f the -following grades do you -feel are the optimal
ones to assign to the job as FSC Director?










22. I-f you answered yes to question number 21 please explain your
major concerns about grade assignment to the job o-f FSC Director.
23. FOR MILITARY WHO HAVE BEEN DIRECTORS FOR AT LEAST ONE YEAR:
estimate how long it took you to get "up to speed" with the major
FSC programs?
a. Six or more months
b. Four to six months
c. Two to three months
d. Less than one month
e. I'm still not up to speed
24. Is it your opinion that training should be provided to FSC
Directors enroute"'
a. Yes b. No
25. I-f you answered ves to the above question, please choose one
o-f the -following in answer to the question, "How long should the
training -for FSC Directors be?"
a. 3 months b. 1 month c. 2 weeks d. other

— PAGE 4 —
(specif y)
and please relate your idea of the course content here:
THANK YOU: YOUR TIME TO COMPLETE THIS QUESTIONNAIRE IS MOST
APPRECIATED. IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO KNOW HOW THE OTHER RESPONDENTS
ANSWERED AS A GENERAL POPULATION, PLEASE PROVIDE YOUR RANK, NAME,
DUTY STATION AND COMPLETE MAILING ADDRESS BELOW THE DOTTED LINE
AND TURN IN TO THE DESIGNATED PERSON AT THE END OF THE SESSION.
IF YOU ARE A MILITARY FSC DIRECTOR YOU ARE NOW FINISHED.
25. What is your educational background as it pertains to the
major FSC areas o-f concern'?
a. Licensed LCSW
b. Licensed MSW
c. Other (please list and describe)
26. Have you ever been directly involved in familiarizing a
prospective FSC Director?
a. Yes b. No
27. If you answered yes to number 26, to how many FSC Directors'
training have you contributed?
a. Six or more






28. In your opinion, how long does it take an FSC Director to get
"up to speed" with the major FSC programs?
a. Six or more months
b. Four to six months
c. Two to three months
d
.
Less than one month
e. I real 1 y can't say
29. When a new FSC Director reports aboard, how much of your
total available time on the job is spent "familiarizing" the
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Director with the details o-f the job?
a. More than 75%
b. 50 to 75%
c. 25 to 50%
d. 10 to 25%
e. I can't say
30. Would you like to see the Directors receive some training
enroute and prior to reporting on board?
a. Yes b. No
31. If you answered yes to the previous question, how long do you
think the training should be?
a. 3 months b. 1 month c. 2 weeks d. other
(speci-f y)
32. H you answered yes to question number 30, please recommend
some topics you think should be covered in such a course o-f
instruction
.
33. Do you think a training package should be available to the
FSC Director once he/she has arrived to -free you to -focus on your
job"'
a. Yes b. No
34. If vou answered yes to the previous question, what would you
recommend -for content?
35. Were a training course to be developed, would you be
interested in contributing ideas to its content?
a. Yes b. No
36. Would you like to see assignment practices -for FSC Directors
changed?
a. Yes b. No
It ves . what cnanges would vou recommend?
37. What is your attitude toward the -following statement: "My













38. Please elaborate on your answer to the prior question
THANK YOU! 1 fOUR TIME IS SINCERELY APPRECIATED.
THIS IS THE END OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE. IF YOU DESIRE A SYNOPSIS
OF THE ANSWERS OF THE RESPONDENTS, PLEASE PROVIDE YOUR TITLE,
NAME, COMMAND, AND COMPLETE ADDRESS BELOW THE DOTTED LINE.




The purpose of this study is to identify and evaluate whether a need
for training exists among Navy Family Service Center directors.
The paper gives a general background statement of the history of
Family Service Centers. It discusses some of the unique problems Family
Service Centers face as social service organizations within the Navy;
since they come under local county and state regulations, the regulations
which each Family Service Center must follow varies greatly. Family
Service Center directors, who usually are military officers, do not always
have prerequisite training or experience to. help them do their jobs.
Neither are they offered training en route to help them understand the
job.
The study proposes, through the survey method, to discover whether a
perception exists among Navy Family Service Center directors and deputy
directors that directors should receive training. The study also proposes
to learn if the directors and deputy directors are generally satisfied
with their jobs, and if directors rate their effectiveness highly, despite
lack of formalized training.
The hypotheses of the study are:
That directors and deputy directors feel there is a need to
train directors.
That a questionnaire can be constructed to measure those
percept ions.
That a majority of the officers serving as directors have not




That a significant amount of time is spent, by both directors
and deputy directors, training directors.
That the lack of formalized training decreases the confidence
that directors have in their effectiveness.
That both directors and deputy directors find their jobs
rewarding.
That several appropriate methods of training can be identified
to conduct training for directors.
Twenty-eight directors and deputy directors attending an annual
Family Service Center training conference in San Diego, April 28-May 2,
1986, were given questionnaires to test the hypotheses.
The study analyzes the returns of the respondents and concludes that
all hypotheses are supported, with the exception that directors rate their
effectiveness very highly.
Most significantly, the study concludes that the directors and deputy
directors overwhelmingly supported the need for training for directors.
The study recommends that further research be conducted to identify
specific subjects to include in training. It recommends that 3 team of
subject matter experts, preferably deputy directors, be brought together






















needs for Navy Family
Service Center directors,

